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From Bad to Worse 
 

Pastor Jonathan White   

Text: Romans 1:24-32 

 
 

 

Introduction:  
When we find ourselves thinking that “things can’t get any worse,” 

we need enough self-honesty to realize that they can, and often do!  

 

 

 

 

       

 

When God gives a person over to            , that 

person will no longer experience His         

or spiritual       . 

 

The giving over by God of a person to sin is  

     .   

 

      desires: 

Are       and       . 

Are       because of       . 

Are possible to     .  

When not     ,        

a person and become            in the mind. 
 

      lusts: 

Are       and        . 

Are         regardless of      . 

Are    , being impossible to      , 

and inexorably lead to ever-deeper       . 

Lead to utter     . 
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        : 

Are unrestrained by any     . 

Are resistant to any      . 

Are impervious to any     . 

Are consistently      ,      , 

and lack any genuine      ,      , 

or       . 

 

Sin creates a spiritual            

of infinite      from which there is no 

human     . 

 

 

Conclusion:  

Spiritually, the question isn’t how close you are to the falls,  

or even how far down the river you have traveled, but is 

whether you are IN the river, because all rivers flow downhill. 
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